CONGRATULATIONS!
You have a baby on the way! Will it be a boy or girl? Where will he go to school? What will she grow up to be? Who will he marry? How will she change the world around her? What will you name him or her?
There are so many questions. While we can't help with all of them, perhaps we can help you by providing you some ideas for a name.

A LITTLE NAME TRIVIA
2004 was a very busy year for everyone. George Bush was reelected President for a second term; the U.S. began helping Iraq with reconstruction; same-sex marriages became legal in Massachusetts; Paris, Janet and Martha were household names; and Superman died.

During this time, there were more than 50,000 babies born to Oklahoma residents. Parents were very creative. Names were chosen from every letter of the alphabet and reflected family and world history, cultural diversity, historical/popular figures, favorite places, emotions, but most of all—imagination. There were 4,373 different boys names and 6,577 different girls names. There were even 466 that were used for both boys and girls. For boys, names ranged from A, Aahil, and Aahtraeu to Zycorion, Zyler and Zyqurion and among girls they ranged from Aahlia, Aakeyla, and Aalauna to Zylee, Zyria and Zyriya.

Most Popular Names in 2004

Some of the more unique names include Tymber, Utah, Truck, October, and ESPN; as well as standards like Elvis and Ozzie. Many parents tried to add a twist to common names by spelling them a little differently like Abigail. It was spelled at least 26 different ways in 2004 including Abbeygayle, Abigaile, Abygale, Abbiegail, and Abbagale. Less traditional names were also given several twists. Jayden and Payton are very common names that have become popular recently and are spelled a variety of different ways.

LOOKING BACK
A lot has changed over the last 30 years! In 1975 Gerald Ford was president, the Vietnam War was ending, VCRs were just beginning to be developed, Saturday Night Live premiered on television, and Jaws was box office gold. In the sports world, OU won their second NCAA football championship in two years.

There were nearly 43,000 births to Oklahoma residents in 1975, however the diversity in names was not present to the same level it is in 2004. There were only 2,208 unique boys names and 3,715 unique girls names—half as many as in 2004! Michael was the most popular boys name and was given to 862 boys and 4 girls. Jennifer was given to 776 girls.

Most Popular Names of 1975
How To Obtain An Oklahoma Birth Or Death Certificate

It is our goal to serve the Citizens of the State of Oklahoma with courtesy, dignity and with confidence in the most expedient manner possible.

Certified copies of Oklahoma birth records are available at the Oklahoma State Department of Health Vital Records Office. Certified Copies of birth records may be obtained by either:

1. Coming to the Vital Records Office:
   - Oklahoma City
     - Oklahoma State Department Of Health
     - 1000 Northeast 10th Room 117
     - Oklahoma City, OK, 73117
     - (405) 271-4040
   - Tulsa
     - Tulsa Health Department- Central Regional Health Center
     - 315 S. Utica
     - Tulsa, Oklahoma 74104-2203
     - (918) 594-4840.

2. Writing to:
   - Oklahoma State Department of Health
   - 1000 Northeast 10th
   - Oklahoma City, OK, 73117

Lobby Hours: 8:30 A.M. to 4:00 P.M.
Phone service is available between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

Application forms are available at the Vital Record Office or may be printed directly from our Web site: http://www.health.state.ok.us/program/vital/brec.html.

To better provide service to you we request that you fill out the application form as completely and accurately as possible. This information helps us to help you and allows us to process your request in an expedient manner with no unnecessary delays. Wrong or inaccurate information will delay our search and may result in the document not being located. You can be assured that every attempt will be made to make a thorough search of our files for the document you have requested.

Birth records are not open for public inspection. A birth certificate may be applied for by the person him/herself, the immediate next of kin or an authorized agent, who must provide a statement indicating that they are working in the best interest of the registrant, by written application, proper identification, proper information and applicable fees.

Information required to process a request for a birth certificate:

- The full name at birth.
- The date and place (city or county) of birth.
- Father’s full name (first, middle, last).
- Mother’s full name (including her maiden name).
- Relationship to the person whose certificate is being requested and the purpose for needing the copy.
- Your daytime telephone number with area code.
- Your handwritten signature and complete return mailing address.
- A valid, legal photo I.D. is required from the applicant or the individual representing the applicant for the issuance of a birth, death or stillbirth certificate. Do not send original ID with your application; please send a photocopy.
- In addition to your written request, you must include the necessary fees.
**OBTAINING A BIRTH CERTIFICATE FOR FRAUDULENT PURPOSES IS PUNISHABLE BY LAW**

**Heirloom Birth Certificates**

Heirloom birth certificates are now available from the Vital Records Office. Oklahoma Statutes Title 63, Section 1-316a provide for the issuance of an heirloom birth certificate. The Heirloom Birth Certificate is 11” x 14” with a dark blue trim, bearing a silver and gold seal, depicting a view of the State Capitol Dome. The certificate will reflect the child’s name, date of birth, place of birth and names of the parents. The cost for an Heirloom Birth Certificate is $35.00. This fee will pay for the issuance of one Heirloom Birth Certificate as well as a standard issued Certified Birth Certificate. In accordance with this Statute, proceeds from the sale of the heirloom birth certificate shall be used by the Child Abuse Training and Coordination Program, providing training and technical assistance to judges, prosecutors and members of the multidisciplinary child abuse teams who intervene in circumstances of child abuse.

**Fees**

The fee for the search of a birth record is $10.00. This fee will pay for the issuance of one certified copy of the birth certificate to a qualified applicant if the certificate is located. Additional copies will be issued at a cost of $10.00 per copy. The searching fee is not refundable or transferable. Please make your check or money order payable to the Vital Records Service. If mailing your request, please enclose a self addressed stamped envelope for return of the requested certificates. Corrections or additions to birth records require additional fees and submission of required documentation. Instructions and assessment of fees will be made on an individual basis after review of the requested record.

**Expedited Service**

Requests using the U.S. Postal Service or other overnight services, next day delivery, will allow processing within 24 to 48 hours. These services however, must include an envelope with U.S. postage attached or a check payable to the appropriate courier for the total amount of pickup and delivery of the item. These fees can be determined by contacting the courier in advance. Account numbers will not be accepted since the Vital Records Office has been advised by the major couriers, that as the sender we will be held responsible for payment if the individual declines payment for any reason. There will be no exceptions. If this process is not complete the document will be returned by regular U.S Mail. Birth or death certificates cannot be faxed. VitalChek also provides online service.

**Paternity**

Establishing paternity is the legal process used to determine the legal father of a child. If the mother is married, the husband will be shown on the birth certificate as the father unless 1) paternity has been determined otherwise by a court or 2) a husband’s denial of paternity form has been filed along with an affidavit acknowledging paternity. If the mother is not married, the father will only be shown on the birth certificate if: 1) paternity has been determined by DHS or a court, or 2) the mother and father have signed an affidavit acknowledging paternity and filed it with the State Registrar of Vital Statistics. Hospitals are required to verbally inform unmarried parents and provide materials describing their rights and responsibilities and provide an Affidavit Acknowledging Paternity. The Affidavit Acknowledging Paternity can also be obtained from the Oklahoma State Department of Health Vital Records Office, local county health departments, Department of Human Services offices, local child support enforcement offices, and is also available online [http://www.okdhs.org/ChildSupport/forms/209questionaire.htm](http://www.okdhs.org/ChildSupport/forms/209questionaire.htm). The affidavit contains 1) a statement by the mother consenting to the assertion of paternity and stating the name of the father, 2) a statement by the father that he is the natural father of the child, 3) the social security numbers of both parents and 4) any other information that may be required by the Secretary of Health and Human Services.

If either the mother or presumed father has any doubts about who the biological father is, they should consider doing genetic testing before signing the Affidavit Acknowledging Paternity. Either the mother or presumed father can go to their local child support office and open a child support case to establish paternity for $25. The State will pay the initial costs for the genetic testing. If the test is positive, the biological father may be ordered to reimburse the State $138, the current cost of the testing. This cost is far below that of genetic testing done by private laboratories. Paternity should be established as soon as possible. Even if the father agrees to help support the child now, he may change his mind later, may become disabled, or even die. So—even if he agrees to support the child now, there are other benefits that are available only if paternity has been established. Under Oklahoma law, the mother is presumed to have sole custody of a child born outside of marriage. The child’s mother and father can agree upon visitation, and the child’s father has a right to go to court to seek visitation.

For more information about establishing paternity, please visit the Oklahoma Department of Health Web site [http://www.okdhs.org/ChildSupport/FAQ/paternity.htm#01](http://www.okdhs.org/ChildSupport/FAQ/paternity.htm#01).
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| CRISTIUANA | DAIA | DAMAYA | DARIANNE | DAYNERAH | DEISY | DENISS | DEVOYA | DOMINIQUE | EBANNY | ELENA | ELLA | EMASIA |
| CRYSSA | DAIGEN | DAMETRA | DARIELA | DAYANRA | DEVONN | DENISSA | DEVYN | DONATA | EBEUN | ELENE | ELLIE | EMAURIA |
| CRYSTAL | DAIJAH | DAMIONA | DARIENNE | DAYBREANN | DEJA | DENISSE | DEVYN | DONAYVIN | EBER | ELEXA | ELLIOT | EMAURY |
| CRYSTEL | DAILEE | DAMYIA | DARINA | DAYA | DEJAMARIA | DENISSH | DEYAVINA | DONIE | EBEHELIN | ELEKSI | ELLIOT | EMBER |
| CURRIE | DAILEY | DANI | DARLENE | DAYLA | DEJANAE | DENYA | DEYONA | DOMMYQUIN | EBONY | ELEZEBETH | ELLIS | EMBERLI |
| CURSTIN | DAILY | DANA | DARLIN | DAYLEE | DEKAYLA | DENNISE | DEYONCE | DONNA | EBRRAR | ELE | ELLE | EMBERLYN |
| CYAN | DAISEY | DANAE | DARISSA | DAYLI | DEKAYLIE | DEVEN | DEYUNSHA | DONNAY | ECO | ELIANA | ELLISEY | EMELIA |
| CYDIEE | DAISHA | DANASIA | DARVEYONA | DAYLIN | DEKAYRIA | DERRAH | DEZERINE | DONNETA | ECHO | ELIANA | ELLISSA | EMELIE |
| CYDNEY | DAISIA | DANAYA | DARVAN | DAYLYNN | DEKARIA | DERMAK | DEZINAE | DONNE | EDEN | ELICIA | ELLISY | EMELY |
| CYDNI | DAISJA | DANDE | DARYN | DAYOUNG | DEKRYIA | DERAUNEOA | DEZIRIACO | DONTISE | EDENMARIE | ELEJANA | ELLORIE | EMERALD |
| CYERRA | DAISY | DANDRIEL | DARYNN | DAYSHA | DELAINA | DERRAYAH | DEZRAE | DORA | EDIE | ELIESHA | ELLY | EMERCYN |
| CYLA | DAITYN | DANEA | DASIA | DAYASHWN | DELAINAYE | DERRASIA | DEZREIA | DORI | EDITH | ELEJTH | ELLYA | EMEREE |
| CYLIE | DAJAHNA | DANELY | DASANI | DAYSIA | DELAJA | DERYA | DEZREE | DORIANN | EDIYAH | ELKEM | ELLYN | EMERSEN |
| CYMBERLY | DAJANAE | DAMESIA | DAMANIE | DAYTON | DELANIA | DEISARAE | DEZJONIA | DORSIMAR | EDYN | ELRAH | ELOISA | EMERSON |
| CYMBRE | DAJAVONNA | DANEZURA | DASCOVERY | DAYTONIA | DELANEY | DESHAYA | DEZNEE | DOROTHY | EGEVETT | EJLTA | EJLON | EMERY |
| CYNDI | DAKAYLA | DANA | DSASHA | DEJANNEA | DELANIE | DESIRA | DIAMONDE | DOUBTLYN | EIDY | ELINA | ELSA | EMLEA |
| CYNIA | DAKOTA | DANAEL | DASHALAI | DEANA | DELANYA | DESIRAY | DANDOMIQUEN | DRAVEN | BIESHA | ELENI | ELSIE | EMLEE |
| CYNITA | DAKOTAH | DANCIA | DASHANNA | DEANDREIA | DELAYNE | DESIRE | DAINEMOSE | DRAVIN | ELEEN | ELESA | ETLALITA | EMILEY |
| CYNOVA | DAKYNA | DANIELA | DASHAWN | DEANGRIQUE | DELISIA | DESIREA | DIAN | DREAM | ELEENA | ELSIBETH | ELVA | EMILI |
| CYNTHA | DALAINAYE | DANELL | DASHIRA | DEANINI | DELICIA | DESEREE | DIANDRA | DREW | ELOMOWY | ELISE | ELVIA | EMILA |
| CYNTIA | DALLAN | DANIELLE | DASIA | DEASIA | DELLAH | DESTANEE | DIANNA | DRU | EJ | ELISIA | ELYCE | EMILIE |
| CYRA | DALANI | DANIELLE | DASHA | DEASIS | DELLEH | DESTANAY | DIANNA | DRJAY | ESHA | ELATIS | ELYSHA | EMILI |
| CYRH | DALAYNE | DANIAK | DASHIA | DEALSIA | DELLEHIA | DESTANAY | DIANA | DRAIS | ELYSHA | ELVA | ELWA | EMILY |
| CYRE | DAILYE | DANYAH | DASHA | DEAFARA | DELESHA | DELIHA | DESTINAY | DIANNA | DRAJIA | ELYSSA | ELYSHA | EMILY |
| CYRRA | DALAYNE | DANKIA | DASHIA | DEAMIA | DELIHA | DESTIN | DIANA | DRAJE | ELI | ELYSH | ELYSHA | EMILY |
| CYRRAH | DALAYNE | DANKIA | DASHIA | DEAMIA | DELIHA | DESTIN | DIANA | DRAJE | ELI | ELYSH | ELYSHA | EMILY |
| DALEY | DANNIA | DASY | DEAVEN | DELORA | DESTIANNIA | DIGNA | DILLIA | DUSTIE | ELANE | ELIZA | ELYSE | EMLY |
| DALIA | DANN | DASYA | DEAZSHIA | DELTA | DESTIN | DILLIA | DUSTIE | ELANE | ELIZA | ELYSE | EMLY |
| DABRIA | DALCIA | DANTAVIA | DAVA | DEBORAH | DEMARIO | DESTINIE | DILIN | DYMONE | ELAINA | ELIZETRIS | ELYSIA | EMILYA |
| DACIEE | DALIA | DANYA | DAVAN | DEBRA | DEMARIUS | DESTINIE | DIMOND | DYAN | ELAN | ELIZBETH | ELYSHA | EMILIAN |
| DACEY | DALLIAH | DANYALE | DAVINA | DAVIANA | DEBRINA | DEMETRA | DINNER | DINAH | DYAN | ELAN | ELYSIA | EMILY |
| DACEY | DALANIA | DANYELLE | DAVIDA | DECEMBER | DEMI | DESTINE | DIONMARQUEL | DYAVION | ELAURA | ELLARRIE | ELYSSA | EMILYN |
| DACIA | DALIANA | DANYA | DAVIE | DECORIA | DEMONS | DESTINEY | DIVELY | DYLON | ELAYNA | ELLISON | ELYZABETH | EMJAY |
| DADRECONA | DALLASS | DAPHINE | DAVINIA | DAVEANNA | DEMORYANA | DESTINYMARI | DIVINE | DYLANA | ELBA | ELE | EMA | EMLYN |
| DAEAH | DALLIE | DAQUE | DAVONIA | DEELIA | DEWA | DESTINY | DIVINITY | DYNAYE | ELORI | ELEANA | EMALLE | EMMA |
| DAELIN | DALLY | DARAN | DAVIN | DEJIA | DEJNEE | DEVAN | DIVYA | DYN | ELEANA | ELLE | EMALEIGH | EMMA JANA |
| DAESHA | DIAOLANDA | DARAH | DAWANYA | DEANEIRA | DENAYZHA | DEVANE | DIEX | DYNASTY | ELEAN | ELLEN | EMAJ | EMAMEAGRE |
| DAESHAH | DALKTON | DARBY | DAWN | DEIDRA | DENESHA | DEVANYA | DIYA | DYSHONIA | ELENOIR | ELENA | EMALYN | EMMAH |
| DAIANE | DAIMAR | DARCIE | DAYAH | DECHIA | DENVIA | DEVON | DIALONGRA | DIONINIE | -E- | ELEKTRA | ELEKTRAX | EMARI | EMAMELE |
| DAIKEANN | DAIMARIS | DAREISHA | DAYAIRA | DEISHA | DENVIA | DIONNE | -E0- | ELEKTRAY | ELL | EMARIANA | EMAMEIGH |
LISSETT  LORENA  LYNDIE  MACARA  MADELEINE  MADELEINE  MADELEINE  MAKAYLAH  MAKYNYA  MANYAH  MARIELA  MARUE  MAYSIE  MCKAEGAN
LISSETTE  LORENE  LYNDI  MACAYLA  MADELENN  MAEGEN  MAKAYLEEH  MAKYNYZI  MAGENCY  MABELLA  MARINA  MATALYN  MCKAEGAN
LITA  LORETTA  LYNDIE  MACEE  MADELINE  MAEGIE  MAKAYLEN  MAALAK  MARA  MARIELLE  MARLOW  MATALYNN  MCKALA
LITZY  LORI  LYNDSAY  MACEY  MADELIN  MAELENA  MALECHLEAH  MARAH  MARILEY  MARLYN  MATARIKI  MCKAYA
LV  LORIANI  LYNDSIE  MACHERION  MADELYNE  MAGNOLEA  MAKALYN  MALAINA  MARAIA  MARINNIE  MARILYS  MATEJA  MCKAYLA
LIVIA  LORIE  LYNDSI  MACI  MADELYNN  MAHALEE  MAKAYLYNN  MALARE  MARANDA  MARJANE  MARRAH  MARYA  MCKAYLA
LIYAH  LOREN  LYNDISIE  MACIE  MADELYNN  MAHALEY  MAKELLA  MALARY  MARAYA  MARJAYNE  MARQUEJAH  MATIA  MCKENIZE
LIZA  LORILEE  LYNDEE  MACKENNA  MADESYN  MAHALLIE  MAKENA  MALASIA  MARCIELA  MARLEY  MARQUESHA  MATILYN  MCKENLEE
LIZABETH  LORLAI  LYNELLE  MACKENSIE  MADIGAN  MAHALYA  MAKENAA  MALAYIA  MARCELLA  MARLIN  MARQUILA  MATILYN  MCKENNA
LIZBETH  LORNA  LYNETH  MACKENZEE  MADILYN  MAHLI  MAKENAH  MALAYAH  MAROETA  MARILYN  MARRIAH  MARYA  MCKENNEY
LIZET  LORRA  LYNETTE  MACKENZI  MADILYN  MAHOGANI  MAKELIGH  MALASIAN  MARISHA  MARIN  MARRHAH  MATEEA  MCKENNY
LIZETH  LORRAIN  LYNIEE  MACKENZIE  MADILYN  MAI  MAKENNA  MAILEA  MAREN  MARINA  MARSELINA  MATTIE  MCKENNY
LIZETTE  LOTTI  LYNLEIGH  MACKENZY  MADISAN  MAIA  MAKENNAH  MALEAH  MARGARET  MARION  MARSHANEA  MATTILYN  MCKENNY
LIZVETH  LOTTIE  LYNLEY  MACKEYA  MADISEN  MAVANA  Makenesie  Maliegha  MARGARITA  MARIONA  MARSHANNA  MATTILYNNE  MCKENNY
LIZZIE  LOUAIN  LYN  MACKINLEE  MADDISON  MAOZYN  MAKENZIE  MALEMY  MARJIE  MARISA  MARYAH  MAYSIE  MCKENNY
LLESNA  LOUISA  LYNN  MACKINLEIGH  MADIDSON  MAOXAN  MAKENZEE  MALELY  MARIE  MARYA  MARYSIA  MARYWA  MCKINLEY
LLUVIA  LOVAY  LYNIDIE  MACKINZE  MADIDSYN  MAIGEN  MAKENZI  MALIA  MARGO  MARISHA  MARTHA  MATYSON  MCKENNY
LINESHA  LOVES  LYNINLEE  MACKINZIE  MADEISSYN  MAJALAILI  MAKENZIE  MALAH  MARGORIE  MISAKA  MARTINA  MAUDE  MCKIAH
LOGAN  LUCINDIA  LYNSI  MAKIMYNA  MADEISSYNIE  MAILE  MAKENZI  MALIKAH  MARGUERITE  MARISOL  MARUBENY  MAUDE  MCKINLEY
LOYNN  LUCELY  LYNZE  MALOVIA  MAIDLYN  MAILEE  MAHIA  MALINA  MARI  MARIESA  MARYIA  MARYWA  MCKINLEY
LOIRY  LUCERO  LYNCEY  MACY  MAIDOLYN  MAIRA  MAKAMA  MALISAMA  MARIA  MARYA  MARYSIA  MARYWA  MCKINNY
LOIS  LUCI  LYNZIE  MACYEE  MAIDSEN  MAISIE  MAARIH  MALIYAH  MARIA  MARITZA  MARY GRACE  MAURESHA  MCKINNEY
LOKIELANU  LUCIANNI  LYRAH  MACYN  MAIDY  MAISYN  MAKALAA  MALIYAH  MARIAH  MARIEL  MARYLM  MAURINE  MCKINNIEZEE
LOKOTIA  LUCCIANNA  LYRHIC  MAKEY  MAIDYIN  MAIZA  MAKOIYA  MALAYNA  MARIAM  MARIAH  MARYAH  MARYVA  MCKINNIE
LOLA  LUCIEE  LYRIC  MADELYNE  MAIDSYEN  MAJAYA  MAUZH  MALLABEE  MARIAN  MARLAI  MARYANNA  MAYA  MCKYAN
LOMARRA  LUCINDIA  LYRIC  MADELYN  MAIDSYON  MAJESTY  MAKINLY  MALLIE  MARIANA  MARIAYE  MAYSIE  MCKYN
LONDON  LUCY  LYSSA  MADALYNN  MAEBE  MAKADYN  MARINSEY  MARLLORY  MARIANGEL  MARJORIE  MARYJANE  MAYCI  MCKYNLEE
LONDYN  LUDY  LYUSHANAA  MADAYA  MAECI  MAEKAELA  MANKINSIE  MALLOREI  MARIANNA  MARK  MARYLNN  MAYGAN  MEADOW
LORA  LUELAA  LYVIA  MADDELYNN  MAEGAN  MAEKENI  MALLOREI  MARIANNA  MARI  MARYLNN  MAYGAN  MEADOW
LORAIN  LUNDAYI  LYVIA  MADDELYNN  MAEGAN  MAAKHLE  MANKIND  MARRYTH  MARYNY  MARYSSA  MAYSIE  MECHELL
LORALAI  LUNDYNA  LUNDIY  MADDELYN  MAAILA  MAKAHLE  MANKIND  MARRYTH  MARYNY  MARYSSA  MAYSIE  MECHELL
LORALI  LUSANDRINA  MADDISENN  MAAILYN  MAKALA  MAKINZEE  MALORI  MARIBEL  MARKEEL  MAYOMI  MEARA
LORALIE  MAUENTA  MAARLEMA  MAELA  MAAKRHLE  MAKINZEE  MALORI  MARKIELE  MARKINNA  MARINDA  MAYRA  MECHEL
LORALY  LUYZADE  MAIREY  MADELYN  MAAGLENA  MAAKLE  MAKINZEE  MARYLORI  MARYETH  MARYNY  MARYSSA  MAYSIE  MECHEL
LORALYN  LUEZELENA  MABRIE  MAADOX  MAGALY  MAAKLEI  MAKIGA  MANAIAH  MARELIA  MAREE  MAYSIE  MECHEL
LORAN  LYANNA  MABRY  MAADOX  MAAGAN  MAALAYH  MARYAH  MANDI  MARELIA  MARYLCHEL  MAYSIE  MECHEL
LORANA  LYDIA  MACAELA  MAADDY  MAGALEN  MAKARA  MAKOLE  MANDIE  MARENZ  MASHIA  MAZIE  MEASHA
LORELAI  LYLIAH  MACAILA  MAADDYLYON  MAGALENA  MAKERYELLE  MARYAH  MANDRHYN  MARIDAN  MARILEN  MASON  MAZZI  MEGAN
LORELL  LYNIA  MACALAN  MADELYNE  MAKAYLAH  MARYLYNE  MANYA  MARIEL  MARLEY  MARYLYNE  MASY  MEGAN
LOREN  LYNDA  MACALAN  MADELYNE  MAKAYLAH  MARYLYNE  MANYA  MARIEL  MARLEY  MARYLYNE  MASY  MEGAN
BOYS
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